Memorial Glass Orbs
Ashes solidified in Liquid Glass,
eternalised in a Art form for Generations to come

¿

“Forever Yours” Human Memorial Orbs - Fact Sheet

¿

Thank you for your enquiry regarding the “Forever Yours” Human Memorial Orbs.
The cremated ashes are encapsulated in a solid glass orb solidified in liquid lava eternalised in
an art form recorded through all generations to come.
A small quantity of the ashes (see quantity needed below for large and small orbs) is
embedded into the base of the Orb and then layers of hot glass are added together with the
coloured glass frit or rods needed to create the desired colour effect.
** ALL ABOUT YOUR MEMORIAL ORBS **
Sizes: Large = 10-13 cm

Medium = 6-9cm

Cost: Designer Orb: Large = $450 Medium = $300 (plus GST)
Eternal Light Only Large = $400 Medium = $250
Quantity of Ashes: 1 to 3 Large Tablespoons as only some ash will be used.
Engraving: You can have a short message engraved on your orb.
Production: Your Orbs should be created within 4 weeks of receipt of the ashes.
How you send to us: Place ashes in a sealed bag or specimen jar and post registered mail to
us.
Make sure you safely seal the bag/jar and clearly identify with the deceased name and your
name with contact details. You can have them delivered by courier.
How we return to you: The orbs will be safely packed and returned by registered parcel post
or you could choose courier delivery / collect in person from the Gallery.
Postage and Packing: The orbs will be safely packed and returned by registered parcel post
or you could choose courier delivery / collect in person from the Gallery.
Payment: A $100 Deposit is required when ashes received.
Payment is expected once Orb completed and ready for shipment. You will be able to pay using all usual methods including online.
To order all you have to do is email us at tinacooperglass@bigpond.com or
phone 0417 194 329 and request an order form to be completed and sent with the ashes.
Please Note: Your Signature Required
The range in pricing is due to the variation in sizing, complexity and materials used as all are
handmade. (Packing/Postage extra) Please also be aware that if compatibility issues arise
between the ashes and glass, due to foreign matter contained in the ashes, that Tina reserves
the right to charge you $150 for the failed orb. The orb will still be solid and be able to be used

I Accept Tina’s right to charge for a failed Orb .................................................................................. (Sign Here)

Memorial Glass Orbs
Ashes solidified in Liquid Glass,
eternalised in a Art form for Generations to come

¿
“Forever Yours” Human Memorial Orbs - Order Form
¿
Please print your details clearly – Use upper or lower case in email address

Your Name

Date

Street/P.O. Box
Suburb

State

Postcode

Country
Home Phone

Work Phone

Mobile.Phone

Email

Deceased Name:
Shape Of Orb:

			

Design of Orb:

Flame

Forest

Water

Eternal Flame

Cloud Nine

Angel Wings

Air

Eternal Light

Round

Egg

Colour of Orb: (3 choices)
White

Blue

Green

Ashes Enclosed

Red

Yellow

Orange

Ashes by Mail

Pink

Black

Purple

Ashes to be Delivered

Inscription (Please limit to six words or less)
Number of Orbs:
Large (10-13cm)

Medium Orb
(6-9cm)

Please Note that we only require the following quantities of ashes to create the Orbs
Orb Size Large = 2 Tablespoon

Orb Size Medium = 1 Tablespoon

If forwarding by Mail we recommend sending by Registered Mail. Use a Zip Top Sealed Bag ensuring
that you minimize the amount of air in the bag and clearly label the bag with the deceased’s name.
Make sure your name and contact details are also enclosed. We recommend using a padded Postage
bag.

How Would You Like To Receive Your Orbs?
Registered Mail			

Courier Delivery

Personal Collection

How Would You Like To Pay For Your Orbs?
Cheque / Money Order
Credit Card
Bank Transfer
A $100 Deposit is required when ashes received.
Balance of Payment is reqired once the Orbs are completed and ready for shipment

